DIVISION OF BIOLOGY & MEDICINE PROPOSAL SUBMISSION POLICY

MULTI PI PROGRAM PROJECTS – science is applicable to Center, more than 5 PIs and involves cross–divisional investigators
  • Administrative Core in Center
  • Projects and Research/Facility Cores in department that support PI, space and resources
    o Child accounts (Grant Work Tags) must be established for projects that require 2.5% or more effort of the project/Core PI

ALL OTHER GRANT PROPOSAL SUBMISSIONS
  • Home department of the PI or majority of PIs of the research performance

SINGLE PI (R01, R21, R03, NSF, etc.)
  • Home Department

MULTI–PI R01 TYPE
  • Home Department of Contact PI

PROGRAM PROJECTS – less than 5 PIs
  • Home Department of majority of PIs or Home Department of Administrative Core

CORE FACILITY PROJECTS
  • Home Department of Administrative Core

INSTRUMENTATION/EQUIPMENT PROJECTS
  • Home Department of predominant number of users or science

Exceptional Approval of Senior Associate Dean of Biology needed to submit from other than PI Home Department.

Select associated Center in COEUS Keywords to identify the collaborating Center and link it to the proposal. This mechanism will allow selection of Centers as a field for reporting purposes.
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*Brown campus based faculty